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Help maximize your performance on Exam 70-272, one of two required exams for the Microsoft Desktop Support Technician Certification (MCDST), with this all-in-one training kit. Fully updated for Windows XP Service Pack 2, this kit packs the tools and features exam candidates want mostincluding in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objective-by-objective review; exam tips from an expert, exam-certified author; and a robust testing suite. It also provides real-world scenarios, case studies, and troubleshooting labs for the skills and expertise you can apply to the job.     

       Fully updated for Windows XP Service Pack 2, this kit provides in-depth preparation for the skills measured by the MCDST exam—and on the job!
Key Book Benefits:  

NEW—Updated to cover Windows XP Service Pack 2 for the MCSDT exam Readiness Review Suite featuring 425 questions and multiple testing options In-depth coverage of Exam 70-272 objectives written by an exam-certified author, plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios 120-day evaluation version of Windows XP software with Service Pack 2 Features eBook in PDF format Microsoft Computer Dictionary, Fifth Edition, eBook     

       About the Author


   Walter Glenn, MCDST, MCSE, and Microsoft Certified Trainer, is a technology consultant, teacher, and writer. He’s authored a number of books on Windows and coauthored several MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kits (Microsoft Press).   

Tony Northrup, MCSE, CISPP, and MVP, is a networking consultant and author. He is coauthor of the MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit for Exams 70-270 and 70-271, among other titles.       
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Building a Programmable Logic Controller with a PIC16F648A MicrocontrollerCRC Press, 2013

	Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are extensively used in industry to perform automation tasks, with manufacturers offering a variety of PLCs that differ in functions, program memories, and the number of inputs/outputs (I/O). Not surprisingly, the design and implementation of these PLCs have long been a secret of manufacturers. Unveiling...
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Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 1999
This pocket reference provides quick-reference information that will help you use Oracle's PL/SQL language. It is a companion to Steven Feuerstein and Bill Pribyl's bestselling book, Oracle PL/SQL Programming, and includes coverage of the latest version of Oracle, Oracle8i.
Oracle is the most popular database management system in use...
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Advanced Engineering MathematicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 10th Edition is known for its comprehensive coverage, careful and correct mathematics, outstanding exercises, and self-contained subject matter parts for maximum flexibility. The new edition continues with the tradition of providing instructors and students with a comprehensive and up-to-date...
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C++ Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2013

	The C++ Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the C++ programming language. It presents the essential C++ syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons, or witty stories in this book. What...
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Beginning Dreamweaver MX 2004Wrox Press, 2004
This outstanding team of authors shows you how easy it can be to create and maintain dynamic, powerful Web sites using Dreamweaver MX 2004.

Our hands-on tutorials guide you step by step through building three complete Web sites: a personal site, a dynamic sports site complete with user preferences, and a configurable company Web site...
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Professional Techniques for Video Game WritingCRC Press, 2008

	This book by the International Game Developers Association (IGDA) Game Writing Special Interest Group focuses on various aspects of working as a professional game writer, including how to break in to game writing, writing manuals, narrative design, writing in a team, working as a freelancer, working with new intellectual property, and more....
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